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ACADEMY
COLLEC TION

11-3/4” x 11-3/4”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Featuring muted color palettes and mottled, textured
finishes, our Academy Collection emulates vintage charm.
These mosaic tiles offer a handmade appearance through
subtle imperfections that make it look like each tile piece
was handcrafted. Available in several color options, these
geometric porcelain mosaics are unique yet simplistic
enough to integrate into any design, ranging from
traditional style renovations to modern home projects.

White

Grey

Gold

White and Black

Blue

Pink

Bone

Beige

2

ANTIC

FEELINGS COLLEC TION

3” x 6”
Ceramic
Wall Tile

PEI 0
Indoor Use

Our Antic Feelings Collection is a delightful blend of patterns and
textures. Each of these high-quality tiles feature embossed floral
patterns and a rich reactive glaze, which offer a truly one-of-a-kind
look. This subway tile collection offers a handmade appearance
through subtle imperfections that make it look like each tile was
handcrafted. Available in several different colored field tiles and
trims, these tiles are great as a cohesive look or for mixing and
matching within the series to create a custom design for any setting.

Red Moon

3

Milk

Via Lactea

Agua Marina

Pergamon

Griggio

Lava Verde

ANTIC

SPECIAL COLLEC TION

3” x 6”
Ceramic
Wall Tile

PEI 0
Indoor Use

As an updated version of the standard subway tile, our Antic Special
Collection has the allure of classic style, but with a refreshingly
modern twist. With slight undulation and a rich reactive glaze, this
collection offers a unique handmade appearance through subtle
imperfections that make it look like each tile was handcrafted.
Available in several different colored field tiles and trims, these
tiles are great as a cohesive look or for mixing and matching
within the series to create a custom design for any setting.

Red Moon

Milk

Via Lactea

Agua Marina

Pergamon

Griggio

Lava Verde
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ARTE

COLLEC TION

9-3/4” x 9-3/4”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 3, 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

As the original encaustic-look porcelain tiles that started the patterned
tile trend, our Arte Collection is a gorgeous tribute to encaustic
design. Crafted in Spain, this collection features old-world floral
motifs in rich hues that are available in a variety of finishes. Set on
the highest-quality base glaze, these tiles offer stunning realistic
details from speckled appearances to veining striations for added
authenticity. Offered in modern and traditional designs including
wood-look, stone-look, marble-look and cement-look, these floral,
geometric patterns blend into virtually any design theme, making this
an exceptional collection for contemporary installations and historic
renovations. This collection is an ideal choice for both indoor and
outdoor commercial and residential installations including kitchens,
bathrooms, backsplashes, showers, fireplaces, entryways and patios.
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Soft Grey

Clover White

Clover Black

Cloud

Crystal

Arctic

Sky

White

Grey

Due

Black

ASTER HEX
COLLEC TION

8-5/8” x 9-7/8”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 3
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Blending subtle and clean lines, our Aster Collection offers
geometric minimalism reminiscent of mid-century modern
design. These hexagon shaped tiles transform any space into
a work of art through linear starburst patterns that when laid
out, intertwine to create captivating designs. Offered in four
color options, this trendsetting display of geometric pattern
is visually appealing and versatile, and can be laid out in
various different patterns to create a one-of-a-kind installation.
These porcelain floor and wall tiles are an ideal choice for
indoor and outdoor installations, including backsplashes,
kitchens, bathrooms, showers, entryways and patios

Blanco

Verde

Azul

Nero
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BARCELONA
COLLEC TION

5-3/4” x 5-3/4”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Modern and vintage design elements blend together to create our
Barcelona Collection. Featuring a worn cement appearance, this
pastel-colored collection features both floral and geometric motifs
along with non-patterned tiles that can be mixed and matched for
an impactful installation. With a delicate color palette and realistic
imitations of scuffs and spots, these encaustic inspired tiles evoke a
loved, worn and century-old appearance with a chic modern edge.
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Decor Born

Decor Guell

Decor Montjuic

Decor Raval

Decor Sarria

Decor Sants

Ocean

White

BIARRITZ
COLLEC TION

3” x 6”
Ceramic
Wall Tile

PEI 0
Indoor Use

Blending modern and vintage design elements, our Biarritz Collection
offers casual urban appeal. Featuring a worn appearance, these tiles
offer an authentic, aged effect created by distressed patterns in five
different color options. With slight undulation and a mixed finish,
these subway tiles offer a handmade appearance through subtle
imperfections that make it look like each tile was handcrafted. These
ceramic tiles are an ideal choice for indoor wall installations including,
kitchen backsplashes bathroom showers, and fireplace facades.

White

Green

Blue

Beige

Grey
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CAMDEN DECOR
COLLEC TION

4” x 8”
Ceramic
Wall Tile

PEI 0
Indoor Use

Inspired by the colors and patterns of the historical London
district, our Camden Decor Collection radiates simplistic English
elegance. These enlarged subway tiles feature varying old-world
designs in five different color options. With a glossy undulated
surface, these geometric patterned tiles add timeless appeal and
sophisticated depth to any space. Our Camden Decor tiles are
an ideal choice for indoor wall installations including, kitchen
backsplashes bathroom showers, and fireplace facades.
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Grey

Nero

Azurro

Antique Bianco

Emerald

CASSIS

COLLEC TION

9-3/4” x 9-3/4”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 3
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Blending texture and pattern, our Cassis Collection mimics the
natural appearance of distressed wood and timeless beauty.
These square porcelain tiles feature geometric and floral motifs
in faded tones. Composed of rich detail and a textured, mixed
finish surface, this floor and wall tile collection features stunningly
realistic woodgrains and striations for additional visual dimension.

Sete Blue

Sete Black

Stella Black

Stella Black Night

Stella Blue

Stella Blue Day

Arte Blue

Arte Blue Day

Arte Black

Arte Black Night
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CELADON
COLLEC TION

11-5/8” x 11-5/8”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 1, 2, 3, 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

With intricate yet cohesive designs, our Celadon Collection is the
ideal choice for a variety of décor styles as they add an element
of interest through detailed patterns within each chip. Available
in 5 different colors, this mosaic collection features varying
geometric and linear designs with a slightly embossed surface,
providing an illusion of additional depth and dimension.
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White

Aqua

Emerald

Royal

Graphite

CLASSICO
COLLEC TION

3” x 6”
Ceramic
Wall Tile

PEI 0
Indoor Use

Emulating the timeless beauty of marble in easy to maintain porcelain
material, our Classico Collection brings functional sophistication into any
space. These marble alternatives offer an innovative twist to classic elegance
with modern formats, shapes and designs. Each item in this collection is
complemented with veining striations that sporadically flow throughout
each piece for added authenticity. Available in smooth, textured and
dimensional surfaces, as well as additional sizes and coordinating trims,
these tiles create depth and visual interest.

Carrara Glossy

Carrara Matte

Carrara Glossy Metro

Carrara Matte Metro

Carrara Glossy Inmetro

Carrara Matte Inmetro

Carrara Glossy Rex

Carrara Matte Rex

Carrara Glossy Metropolis

Carrara Matte Metropolis
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CONCHELLA
COLLEC TION

12” x 12” Approx.
Natural Shell
Wall Tile

PEI 0
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Capturing the lustrous beauty of natural seashells, our Conchella
Collection emulates seaside-inspired tranquility. Featuring an exquisite
blend of beautifully iridescent penny, subway, hexagon and square
shaped chips that are constructed of natural seashells, this mosaic
wall tile collection illuminates any space. Glossy pale cream, golden
brown and white color tones infuse these mosaic tiles with elegance
and natural charm. These minimalistic seashell porcelain mosaic tiles
are unique yet simplistic enough to integrate into any design, ranging
from traditional style renovations to modern home projects.
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Hexagon Natural

Penny Natural

Mini Penny White

Subway White

Penny White

Square White

Subway Perla

Subway Natural

Square Natural

CRYSTALLINE

SQUARE COLLEC TION

11-3/4” x 11-3/4”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Our Crystalline Square Collection is an innovative twist on the
classic mosaic. Featuring a mottled glazed surface, these tiles are
comprised of square chips with a muted color palette. This slightly
textured mosaic collection creates a classic and versatile look with
slightly rounded squares arranged on an interlocking mesh to create
a unique and seamless installation. This geometric porcelain mosaic
is unique yet simplistic enough to integrate into any design, ranging
from traditional style renovations to modern home projects.

White

Pistachio

Blue

Grey

Beige

Pink

Market Grey

Market Beige

Market Flamingo
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DARIA

COLLEC TION

9-3/4” x 9-3/4”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Featuring floral motifs that are available in four different soft color
tones, our Daria Collection offers encaustic-inspired appeal that will
liven up any space and give it a modern spin. Its geometric design is
unique yet simplistic enough to integrate into any design, ranging
from traditional style renovations to modern home projects.

Rose

Dandelion
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Kale

Niagara

DUART

COLLEC TION

9-3/4” x 9-3/4”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 3, 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Inspired by traditional encaustic tile, our Duart Collection is a
unique blend of world-world style and modern appeal. These
square ceramic tiles feature speckled geometric and floral motifs
in monochromatic hues that beautifully blend together to create
decorative vintage charm.

Arctic

Grey
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EVOQUE
COLLEC TION

9-3/4” x 9-3/4”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Inspired by artisan cement tiles, our Evoque Collection
captures the look of authentic encaustic tiles. Crafted in
Spain, these porcelain tiles feature large old-world floral
motifs and a weathered, speckled look, replicating the beauty
of their cement muse. The floral, geometric patterns blend
into virtually any design theme, making these exceptional
products for modern installations and historic renovations.

Monastery
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Carthusian

FAENZA
COLLEC TION

13” x 13”
Ceramic
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor Use

It is easy to picture sun-drenched streets of Spain when it
comes to our Faenza Collection. These encaustic-inspired tiles
offer rustic beauty through floral motifs and imitations of scuffs
and spots that are marks of well-loved, worn, century-old tile.
Offered in both patterned and solid formats, this patchwork
collection can blend into virtually any design theme, ranging
from contemporary projects to traditional installations.

Manises

Azul

Nero
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FANTASY HEX
COLLEC TION

8-5/8” x 9-7/8”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Delicate colors and patterns blend together to create our Fantasy
Hex Collection. These hexagon tiles transform any space into a
work of art through floral patterns that when laid out, intertwine
to create captivating decorative beauty. To add further contrast
and dimension to the design, these tiles feature speckled pattern
variations across the surface. This trendsetting display of vintage
charm is visually appealing and versatile.

Pink
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Mix

FLO 2” HEX
COLLEC TION

11-1/8” x 12-5/8”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 3, 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Emulating the timeless beauty of marble in an easy to maintain
material, our Flo Hex Collection brings functional sophistication
into any living space. This marble alternative offers an innovative
twist to classic elegance with a modern hexagon mosaic design.
Available in two color options, each mosaic is complemented with
light and dark grey veining striations that sporadically flow
throughout each piece for added authenticity. This minimalistic
geometric porcelain mosaic is unique yet simplistic enough to
integrate into any design, ranging from traditional style renovations
to modern home projects.

White

Grey
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GAUDI

COLLEC TION

8-5/8” x 9-7/8”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 3, 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Inspired by renowned Spanish Catalan Architect Antoni Gaudi,
our Gaudi Collection offers patterned reflections that feature a
combination of original designs and his passion for nature in
both black and white color options. These enlarged hexagons
have a handmade appearance through textured designs and
subtle imperfections that make it look like each tile was
handcrafted. These dimensional porcelain tiles have an
irregular embossed surface in both mixed and smooth
finishes, providing a beautiful visual experience.
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Lux Hex Rose

Hex White

Lux Hex White

Lux Hex Aqua

React Hex Marina

React Hex Ocean

Lux Hex Ducados

Hex Black

Lux Hex Black

GAUGIN & SUOMI
COLLEC TIONS

8-5/8” x 9-7/8”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 3
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Our Gaugin and Suomi Collections exemplify the
natural and antiquated beauty of reclaimed wooden
planks in a unique hexagon format. These tiles feature
stunningly realistic woodgrains and striations that
create visual dimension. To add further contrast and
depth, they have subtle bumps, grooves and signs of
distress that echo the texture and look of real wood.

Suomi Hex Grey

Gaugin Hex Catan Shadow
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HARMONIA
COLLEC TION

13” x 13”
Ceramic
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor Use

Inspired by our best-selling products, our Harmonia Collection
creates the look of a stunning leading-edge mosaic-like design
with the harmonious, easy installation of a square tile. Each of these
ceramic encaustic-inspired tiles similarly feature our most popular
designs including old-world floral motifs and geometric patterns.
With realistic imitations and scuffs and spots, these elegant floor
and wall tiles evoke a loved, worn and century-old appearance.
Save time and labor spent arranging mosaic sheets and instead
install these durable ceramic slabs, which have squares separated
by scored grout lines. The scored grout lines can be grouted with
the color of your choice to further customize your installation.
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Floral Lattice Blue

Royal Bloom

Grove Green

Kings Marrakech Blue

Kings Star Nero

Kings Star Blue

Kings Star Sky

Kings Star Night

Vintage White

Classic White

Vintage Black

Classic Black

HERITAGE HEX
COLLEC TION

7” x 8”

Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Capturing the rustic appearance of natural stone in a
durable porcelain material, our Heritage Hex collection
brings the irreplaceable beauty of nature into any living
space. These matte hexagon tiles feature natural minerallike pattern variations that are available in 7 different color
options. This trendsetting display of stone-look design is
visually appealing and versatile, and blends beautifully with
a range of styles from vintage industrial to modern day.

Snow

Rose

Wine

Shadow

Jungle

Indigo

Carbon
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HUDSON

H E X 1” CO L L EC T I O N

13-1/4” x 11-7/8”

PEI 2, 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

Our Hudson Hex 1 in. Collection brings creativity and personality to any
space through timeless yet trendsetting geometric design. Available
in several different color formats, these tiles feature subtle variations
in color tone that gradually fade around the border, making each
piece truly unique. Their rich reactive glazes and high glossy finishes
are unique yet simplistic enough to integrate into any design, ranging
from traditional style renovations to modern home projects.
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Frost Blue

Marine

Dove Grey

Atlantis

Truffle

Mint Green

Silk White

Grey Eye

Imperial Grey

Storm Grey

Denim Blue

Smoky Blue

HUDSON

DUE HEX 2” COLLEC TION

12-1/2” x 11-1/4”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 2, 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

As a modern, enlarged deviation from the classic hexagon mosaic,
our Hudson Due Hex 2 in. Collection instantly elevates spaces
through a refreshing dose of geometric design. Each of these
high-quality mosaic tiles feature a reactive glaze with an eyedrop effect, giving each piece a one-of-a-kind look. Available in
several different color variations, these tiles create a uniquely
sporadic design through a pleasing mixture of cool-toned tints with
additional dimension added by the smooth, high-gloss finish.

Frost Blue

Marine

Dove Grey

Atlantis

Truffle

Mint Green

Silk White

Grey Eye

Imperial Grey

Storm Grey

Denim Blue

Smoky Blue
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JOILET

COLLEC TION

2-7/8” x 11-5/8”
Ceramic
Wall Tile

PEI 0
Indoor Use

Blending innovative design and visually rich details, our Joilet Collection
is a bold take on traditional subway tile with an irresistible raku
glazing. These highly reflective glossy ceramic tiles feature mottled
pattern variations and an undulated surface in deep hues for dramatic
visual rhythm and depth. With a unique raku glaze, these tiles have
an extensive Japanese-inspired creation process where fire hits the
tile directly, resulting in an exquisite natural iridescent glaze. These
ceramic tiles are an ideal choice for indoor wall installations including,
kitchen backsplashes bathroom showers, and fireplace facades.

Sapphire

Prisma Sapphire
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KINGS ETNA
COLLEC TION

13-1/8” x 13-1/8”
Ceramic
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor Use

Imported from Spain, our Kings Etna Collection radiates old-world
European elegance. Available in four different color options, these
ceramic encaustic-inspired tiles feature a unique, low-sheen glaze and
an undulated surface in faded tones. Designed by interior architect and
furniture designer Francisco Segarra, these are a true reflection of vintage
industrial design. Realistic imitations of scuffs and spots that are the marks
of well-loved, worn, century-old tile bring rustic charm to any interior
setting. These rustic scuffs and spots convince that this tile is truly aged.

White

Sage

Blue

Nero
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KINGS

COLLEC TION

17-5/8” x 17-5/8”
Ceramic
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor Use

Blending modern and vintage design elements, our Kings Collection
radiates old-world European elegance. With a unique, low-sheen glaze,
this encaustic-inspired collection is available in diverse color tones and
features a variety of geometric and hand-painted, watercolor inspired
patterns. Designed by interior architect and furniture designer Francisco
Segarra, this collection is a true reflection of vintage industrial design.
Realistic imitations of scuffs and spots that are the marks of wellloved, worn, century-old tile bring rustic charm to your interior
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Marrakech Blue

Bretagne

Seagate

Flatlands

Millbasin

Canarsie

Manhattan

Espiga

Damero

Rombos

KINGS STAR
COLLEC TION

17-5/8” x 17-5/8”
Ceramic
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor Use

Inspired by traditional encaustic tile, our Kings Star Collection is a
stunning blend of old-world style and modern appeal. These ceramic
slabs are subtle statement pieces created by antique star patterns
that are available in several color options. Designed by interior
architect and furniture designer Francisco Segarra, these tiles are
a true reflection of vintage industrial design. Realistic imitations of
scuffs and spots that are the marks of well-loved, worn, century-old
tile allow this collection to bring rustic charm to any interior setting.

White

Ara Nero

Oxide

Sage

Blue

Nero

Sky

Night
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KINGS TEMPLE
COLLEC TION

17-5/8” x 17-5/8”
Ceramic
Floor and Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor Use

Our Kings Temple Collection features decorative pieces available
in four watercolor inspired options. The defining feature of
these encaustic-look tiles are the unique, low-sheen glazes
in alternating colored intersecting lines that blend to create
various geometric shapes. Designed by interior architect
and furniture designer Francisco Segarra, these are a true
reflection of vintage industrial design with slight variation
across each surface that mimics a hand painted appearance.

Oxide

Blue
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Sage

Nero

KLINKER

ALC A Z AR COLLEC TION

12-3/4” x 12-3/4”
Ceramic
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4, 5
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Our Klinker Alcazar Collection captures the authenticity of
age-old tile making with modern technology. These glazed
natural quarry tiles have rustic, old-world floral patterns in
beautiful shades of blue. Available in various pattern formats,
these tiles feature random scuffs and spots throughout
each piece, offering a realistic aged appearance.

Rosetón

Celosia

Petunia

Helios

Magnolia
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KLINKER

RETRO COLLEC TION

12-3/4” x 12-3/4”
Ceramic
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 5
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Mimicking a worn cement appearance, our Klinker Retro Collection
emulates old-world vintage charm. These natural quarry square tiles
are available in 7 different pattern variations, bringing a sense of
visual warmth and comfort into any space. Composed of rich detail,
this collection offers decorative, rustic beauty through realistic scuffs
and spots that are the marks of well-loved, worn, century-old tile.
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Blanco

Blanco Aubrieta

Blanco Bergenia

Blanco Dafodil

Blanco Aster

Blanco Coreo

LACOUR
COLLEC TION

9-3/4” x 9-3/4”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 3, 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Drawing inspiration from artisan cement tiles, our Lacour Collection
is a gorgeous tribute to encaustic design. Featuring a mixture of
geometric patterns and floral embellishments in monochromatic
hues and a matte glaze, these tiles reflect Spanish design and offer
a blend of old-world style and modern appeal. These visually rich
products can blend into virtually any design theme, ranging from
modern projects to traditional installations.

Aqua

Arctic

Grey
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LIVERPOOL HEX
COLLEC TION

10-1/4” x 11-3/8”
Ceramic
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 3
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Capturing the rustic appearance of natural stone in a classic ceramic
material, our Liverpool Collection brings the irreplaceable beauty of
nature into any living space. As an innovative twist on a classic hexagon,
these mosaics are comprised of hexagonal chips in varying stone shades
with a slightly textured surface. Available in three color options, this
collection replicates the natural appeal of stone with imitation scuffs and
spots that suit a variety of looks, including vintage, natural and modern.

White
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Light Grey

Dark Grey

MEDLEY 2” HEX
COLLEC TION

11-1/8” x 12-5/8”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Our Medley Collection ties together the intricate look of individual
tiles with the easy installation of a mosaic. These geometric patchwork
mosaics feature four varying old-world designs with slightly textured
surfaces that are arranged on an interlocking mesh to create a
seamless installation. Available in two different color options, these
multi-patterned tiles put a contemporary twist on the traditional
simplistic nature of hexagon tile. This tile collection replicates the
natural appeal of stone with imitation scuffs and spots that suit
a variety of looks, including vintage, natural and modern.

Slate Blue

Grey
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METRO

BA S K E T W E AV E CO L L E C T I O N

11-3/4” x 11-3/4”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 2
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Transform your space into a tribute to retro design with our Metro
Basketweave Collection. As a modern deviation from the classic
mosaic, these tiles are a throwback to traditional retro design with
a contemporary feel. Available in three different color formats,
matte chips are accentuated by small glossy dots that provide a
woven illusion. These minimalistic geometric porcelain mosaic are
unique yet simplistic enough to integrate into any design, ranging
from traditional style renovations to modern home projects.

Matte White with Glossy White Dot

Matte White with Glossy Black Dot

Matte White with Glossy Cobalt Dot
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METRO

H E X 1” CO L L EC T I O N

11-7/8” x 10-1/4”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 2, 3, 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Transform your space into a tribute to retro design with our Metro
Hex 1 in. Collection. This fresh mosaic format tile is a throwback
to traditional retro design with a contemporary feel. Available
in several color options with solid and patterned formats,
these minimalistic geometric porcelain mosaics are unique yet
simplistic enough to integrate into any design, ranging from
traditional style renovations to modern home projects.

White w/ Single Flower

Glossy White w/ Flower

Glossy White w/ Snowflake

White

Mint

Olive

Lavender

Purple

Black
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METRO

HEX 2” COLLEC TION

11-1/8” x 12-5/8”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 2, 3
Indoor & Outdoor Use

As a modern, enlarged deviation from the classic hexagon mosaic, our Metro
Hex 2 in. Collection instantly elevates spaces through a refreshing dose
of geometric design. Available in several color options, these mosaics are
comprised of hexagonal chips that are arranged on an interlocking mesh
to create a seamless installation. These minimalistic geometric porcelain
mosaics are unique yet simplistic enough to integrate into any design.
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Glossy White

Matte White

Matte Light Grey

Glossy Light Grey

Matte Grey

Glossy Grey

Glossy Black

Matte Black

METRO

L ANTERN COLLEC TION

9-1/2” x 10-3/4”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 2, 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Our Metro Lantern Collection instantly elevates spaces through its
distinctive lantern shaped design. Available in several different color
options and two different finishes, these high-quality tiles each feature a
glaze that is uniformly applied to create a striking surface that offers
eye-catching beauty. Individual lantern pieces are arranged on an
interlocking mesh to create a seamless installation. These minimalistic
geometric porcelain mosaics are unique yet simplistic enough to
integrate into any design, ranging from traditional style renovations
to modern home projects.

Glossy White

Matte White

Matte Light Grey

Glossy Light Grey

Glossy Dark Grey

Matte Dark Grey

Matte Black

Glossy Black
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METRO

PENNY COLLEC TION

9-3/4” x 11-1/2”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 2
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Our Metro Penny Round Collection brings a Victorian-era aesthetic to any
space. Available in several color options with solid and patterned penny
round formats, these minimalistic geometric porcelain mosaics are unique
yet simplistic enough to integrate into any design style or project.

Matte Light Blue

Matte Light Green

White w/ Black Flower

White w/ Heavy Flower

White w/ Black Dot

Glossy White

Matte White

Matte Light Grey

Glossy Light Grey

Glossy Dark Grey

Matte Dark Grey

Matte Satin Black

Glossy Black
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METRO

QUAD COLLEC TION

11-3/4” x 11-3/4”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 2, 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Our Metro Quad Collection instantly elevates spaces through
its contemporary appeal. As an innovative twist on the classic
mosaic, these porcelain mosaics are comprised of smooth
square shaped chips that are arranged on an interlocking
mesh to create a unique and seamless installation. Available
in several color options, these timeless geometric porcelain
mosaics are unique and make a subtle statement piece.

Matte White

Glossy White

Checkerboard

Matte Black

Glossy Black
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METRO

RHOMBUS COLLEC TION

10-1/2” x 12-1/8”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 2, 3
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Our Metro Rhombus Collection provides playful visual appeal
for any space. Offering a fresh approach to the classic mosaic,
these geometric tiles feature diamond shaped chips that are
arranged on an interlocking mesh to create a seamless installation.
Available in several color options, this unique display of geometric
design is visually appealing and versatile, and blends beautifully
with a range of styles from traditional to modern day.
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Matte White

Glossy White

Glossy Light Grey

Matte Light Grey

Matte Grey

Glossy Grey

Matte Black

Glossy Black

MONTECA
COLLEC TION

9-3/4” x 9-3/4”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Capturing the beauty of artisanal cement tile, our Monteca Collection
is a gorgeous tribute to encaustic design. These tiles feature floral
old world patterns that are available in two different color options.
The smooth, satin surface features a weathered, speckled look,
replicating the beauty of aged tile. The floral, geometric pattern
blends into virtually any design theme, making these exceptional
products for modern installations and historic renovations.

Green

Blue
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MOONBEAM
COLLEC TION

11-3/4” x 11-3/4”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

2, 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Our Moonbeam Collection features beautifully intricate
mosaic compositions. Available in both multi-tonal and
embossed formats, these tiles offer a one-of-a-kind look
that can be integrated into any design, ranging from
traditional style renovations to modern home projects.
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Glossy White

Matte White

Diva Blue

Pacific Blue

Blue Cloud

NOVECENTO
COLLEC TION

2-1/2” x 5-1/8”
Ceramic
Wall Tile

PEI 0
Indoor Use

Capture a handcrafted, artisan appearance that is inspired
by twentieth-century Spain with our Novecento Collection.
With hand-painted crackle watercolor glazes, this ceramic
tile collection offers glossy, reflective finishes for a glasslike appearance. Asymmetrical edges and a smooth surface
with varying indentations throughout these glossy tiles
fashions a handmade appearance. Derived from the classic
subway format, the products in this collection are tastefully
smaller for a distinctive, unexpected design element. With
both patterned and field tiles, as well as trims, these tiles are
great as a cohesive look or for mixing and matching within
the series to create a custom design for any setting.

Blanco Viejo

Canela

Aguamarina

Camel

Burdeos

Verdin

Cobalto
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OXFORD
COLLEC TION

11-1/2” x 11-1/2”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 3
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Offering a fresh approach to traditional style, our Oxford Collection
is a unique blend of shapes and finishes. These mosaic tiles feature
square matte chips that are accented by glossy diamond pieces,
creating a dynamic and soothing aesthetic. Available in multiple
color options, these multi-shaped tiles put a contemporary
twist on the traditional simplistic nature of mosaic tile.
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White Dot

Maroon Dot

Green Dot

Cobalt Dot

Black Dot

PALM HEX

SOLID COLLEC TION

6” x 7”

Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Capturing the simplicity of mid-century modern design, our Palm
Hex Solid Collection is a subtle infusion of soft color and shape.
Tiles in our Palm Collection are bicottura or double-fired, which
ensures each tile is precisely calibrated to allow for installation
consistency and the use of tighter grout joints. The second firing
of the tile creates a stunning rich glazing effect that cannot be
achieved with a single fire process. These tiles are also mono-color,
meaning the colors remain consistent between production runs.

White

Pink

Mustard

Turquoise

Grey

Green

Blue

Black
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PALM HEX

H O N E YCO M B CO LLEC T I O N

6” x 7”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Offering a unique blend of monochromatic colors and lines, our Palm
Honeycomb Hex Collection captures the simplicity of mid-century
modern design. Featuring linear geometric patterns in monochromatic
hues, these tiles are a trendsetting display of graphic aesthetic. Tiles in
our Palm Collection are bicottura or double-fired, which ensures each
tile is precisely calibrated to allow for installation consistency and the
use of tighter grout joints. The second firing of the tile creates a
stunning rich glazing effect that cannot be achieved with a single fire
process. These tiles are also mono-color, meaning the colors remain
consistent between production runs.

White
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Black

PALM HEX

LINEAR COLLEC TION

6” x 7”

Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Capturing the simplicity of mid-century modern design, our Palm
Linear Hex Collection is an innovative blend of shapes, lines and soft
colors. Available in four color options, these tiles create captivating
3D visual effects through linear rhombus patterns that extend across
the surface. Tiles in our Palm Collection are bicottura or double-fired,
which ensures each tile is precisely calibrated to allow for installation
consistency and the use of tighter grout joints. The second firing
of the tile creates a stunning rich glazing effect that cannot be
achieved with a single fire process. These tiles are also mono-color,
meaning the colors remain consistent between production runs.

White

Green

Blue

Black
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PALM HEX

ROMBO COLLEC TION

6” x 7”

Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Featuring a sleek white and black monochromatic design, our
Palm Rombo Hex Collection radiates mid-century modern design.
Available in four color options, these tiles create captivating 3D
visual effects through linear rhombus patterns that extend across
the surface. Tiles in our Palm Collection are bicottura or double-fired,
which ensures each tile is precisely calibrated to allow for installation
consistency and the use of tighter grout joints. The second firing
of the tile creates a stunning rich glazing effect that cannot be
achieved with a single fire process. These tiles are also mono-color,
meaning the colors remain consistent between production runs.

White

Green
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Blue

Black

PALM HEX

S TA R B U R S T C O L L E C T I O N

6” x 7”

Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Blending monochromatic colors and clean lines, our Palm Starburst
Hex Collection offers geometric simplicity reminiscent of mid-century
modern design. Available in eight colors, these tiles transforms any space
into a work of art through linear starburst patterns that when laid out,
intertwine to create captivating designs. Tiles in our Palm Collection are
bicottura or double-fired, which ensures each tile is precisely calibrated
to allow for installation consistency and the use of tighter grout joints.
The second firing of the tile creates a stunning rich glazing effect that
cannot be achieved with a single fire process. These tiles are also monocolor, meaning the colors remain consistent between production runs.

White

Pink

Mustard

Turquoise

Grey

Green

Blue

Black
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PALM HEX

WINDMILL COLLEC TION

6” x 7”

Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Offering a unique blend of monochromatic colors and lines,
our Palm Windmill Hex Collection captures the simplicity
of mid-century modern design. Featuring linear triangle
patterns in monochromatic hues, these tiles are a dynamic
display of geometric design. Tiles in our Palm Collection are
bicottura or double-fired, which ensures each tile is precisely
calibrated to allow for installation consistency and the use
of tighter grout joints. The second firing of the tile creates a
stunning rich glazing effect that cannot be achieved with a
single fire process. These tiles are also mono-color, meaning
the colors remain consistent between production runs.

White
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Black

PEAK & LABYRINTH
COLLEC TIONS

8-5/8” x 9-7/8”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 3
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Geometry and simplicity blend together to create our Peak &
Labyrinth Collections. Each high-quality hexagon porcelain tile is
a subtle statement piece created by alternating monochromatic
color tones and linear patterns that draw the eye and offer a unique
appearance. The trendsetting designs can be rotated and arranged
in a variety of geometric patterns which create a visual appeal and
interest not found with typical hexagonal tiles. These floor and wall
tiles are unique yet simplistic enough to integrate into any design,
ranging from traditional style renovations to modern home projects.

Black

Blanco

Nero
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PORTO

C APRI HEX COLLEC TION

8-5/8” x 9-7/8”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Featuring a simple yet captivating design, our Porto
Capri Hex Collection introduces eye-catching beauty
that provides character and personality wherever it is
installed. Available in several different color options,
each tile features thick linear patterns that extend across
the surface, creating a dynamic and soothing aesthetic
that can be installed in a number of playful patterns.
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Dandelion

Rose

Aqua

Niagara

Black

PESCADO
COLLEC TION

12” x 12-1/2”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 1
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Our Pescado Collection captures the timeless appeal of mosaic tile in
a modern geometric format. Featuring a visually rich reactive glaze
with an eye-drop effect, these elongated oval tiles are available in
4 different color options. These floor and wall tiles create the subtle
illusion of movement through a pleasing mixture of soft cool-toned
tints with additional depth provided by the smooth, high glossy finish.

Glossy Blanco

Linen Grey

Storm Grey

Glossy Crema

Glossy Agua

Glossy Azul
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PORTO

SAVO N A H E X CO L L E C T I O N

8-5/8” x 9-7/8”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Featuring a simple yet captivating design, our Porto Hex Collection
introduces eye-catching beauty that provides character and
personality wherever it is installed. Available in several different
color options, each tile features thin linear patterns that extend
across the surface, creating a dynamic and soothing aesthetic
that can be installed in a number of playful patterns.
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Dandelion

Rose

Aqua

Niagara

Black

PROJECTOS
COLLEC TION

3-7/8” x 7-3/4”
Ceramic
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 0, 1, 2, 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Offering a traditional subway look, our Projectos Collection instantly
elevates spaces through a refreshing dose of timeless design.
Available in six different color options and two different finishes,
these high-quality tiles each feature a glaze that is uniformly
applied to create a striking surface that offers eye-catching beauty.

Urban Glossy White

White

Sunflower Yellow

Blush Pink

Violet Purple

Bold Red

Sky Blue

Royal Blue

Midnight Blue

Cloud Grey

Stone Grey

Black
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RECOVER
COLLEC TION

10” x 30”
Ceramic
Wall Tile

PEI 0
Indoor Use

Inspired by graffiti from the Berlin Wall, our Recover Collection
brings graphic art into a new dimension. Featuring a delightfully
eclectic mix of patterns with great historical significance, these
statement tiles give nod to the symbolic illustrations of hope
and freedom on the Berlin Wall. These large format ceramic tiles
have a stunningly unique glaze through a mixture of pure matte
finishes and glossy textured surfaces. These ceramic tiles are
an ideal choice for indoor wall installations including, kitchen
backsplashes bathroom showers, and fireplace facades.

Ornato
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RESORT

COLLEC TION

12” x 12”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 2, 3
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Reminiscent of mineralized geodes, our Resort Collection features
flowing striations throughout each square chip, offering natural appeal.
Available in 5 color variations, each porcelain mosaic creates an illusion
of additional depth and dimensions through its sleek, glossy glaze. This
collection is unique yet subtle enough to integrate into any design,
ranging from traditional style renovations to modern home projects.

Palm Green

Beach Blue

Coral Blue

Marine Blue

Storm Black
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STELLA

COLLEC TION

9-3/4” x 9-3/4”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 3, 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Our Stella Collection offers a modern twist to classic old-world European
elegance. In faded hues and chalky white tones, each of these porcelain
patterned floor and wall tiles feature a star constructed of geometric shapes at
their center. The medium-sheen glazed surface offers a sleek appearance that
adds extra character to these unique artistic tiles. Offered in four different
color variations, these tiles are great as a cohesive look or for mixing and
matching within the series to create a custom design for any setting.

Azul

Day
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Nero

Night

STELLA HEX
COLLEC TION

8-5/8” x 9-7/8”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 3, 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Our Stella Hex Collection offers a modern twist to classic old-world
European elegance. In faded hues and chalky white tones, each of
these porcelain patterned floor and wall tiles feature a star constructed
of geometric shapes at the corners of the hex. The medium-sheen
glazed surface offers a sleek appearance that adds extra character to
these unique artistic tiles. Offered in six different color variations,
these tiles are great as a cohesive look or for mixing and matching
within the series to create a custom design for any setting.

Silver

Azul

Nero

Mist

Day

Night
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TEXTILE

BASIC HEX COLLEC TION

8-5/8” x 9-7/8”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 3, 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Simplistic yet impactful design elements blend together
to create our Textile Hex Collection. Offering both subtle
and bold matte color options in a hexagon format, this
collection has the ability to elevate spaces through its
visually appealing and versatile designs. These porcelain
floor and wall tiles can be installed in a variety of color
and pattern combinations to create a harmonizing display
of eye-catching geometric beauty. Impervious, durable
and frost-resistant features make these products an ideal
choice for indoor and outdoor floor and wall installations.
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Red

Rose

White

Dandelion

Aqua

Niagara

Silver

Kale

Ducados

Black

TRAFFIC HEX
COLLEC TION

8-5/8” x 9-7/8”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 3, 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Capturing the rustic appearance of natural stone in a classic porcelain
material, our Traffic Hex Collection brings the irreplaceable beauty
of nature into any living space. As an innovative twist on a classic
hexagon, these geometric speckled tiles have varying shades of stone
with a slightly textured surface. This tile replicates the natural appeal
of stone with imitation scuffs and spots that suit a variety of looks,
including vintage, natural and modern. With both patterned and
field tiles, these tiles are great as a cohesive look or for mixing and
matching within the series to create a custom design for any setting.

Combi Grey

3D Grey

Silver

Grey

Dark
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TRIBECA

H E X 1” CO L L EC T I O N

10-1/4” x 11-7/8”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 2, 3
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Lending a unique touch of color, our Tribeca Hex 1 in. Collection
instantly elevates spaces through a refreshing dose of vivid geometric
design. As an innovative twist on the classic hexagon, these mosaics
are comprised of hexagonal chips that are arranged on an interlocking
mesh to create a seamless installation. Available in several different
color options, these minimalistic geometric porcelain mosaics are
unique yet simplistic enough to integrate into any design, ranging
from traditional style renovations to modern home projects.

Glossy Mist
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Glossy Blush

Glossy Periwinkle

Jade

Glossy Rusty Red

Glacier Blue

Glossy Cobalt

TRIBECA

HEX 2” COLLEC TION

11-1/8” x 12-5/8”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 2, 3
Indoor & Outdoor Use

As a modern, enlarged deviation from the classic hexagon mosaic, our
Tribeca Hex 2 in. Collection instantly elevates spaces through a refreshing
dose of geometric design. As an innovative twist on the classic hexagon,
these mosaics are comprised of glossy hexagonal chips that are arranged
on an interlocking mesh to create a seamless installation. Available in
several different color options, these minimalistic geometric porcelain
mosaics are unique yet simplistic enough to integrate into any design,
ranging from traditional style renovations to modern home projects.

Glossy Mist

Glossy Blush

Glossy Periwinkle

Glossy Jade

Glossy Rusty Red

Glacier Blue

Glossy Cobalt
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TRIBEKA HEX
COLLEC TION

8-5/8” x 9-7/8”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 3
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Mimicking the natural appearance of distressed wood, our Tribeka
Hex Collection emulates rustic beauty with an abstract twist.
These hexagon shaped tiles transform any space into a work of
art through triangular patterns that when laid out, intertwine to
create captivating designs reminiscent of art deco style. Available
in two different color options, these tiles have stunningly realistic
woodgrains and variable fades. This tile collection features a gentle
relief texture, lending added warmth and natural realism to surfaces.

Brown
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Grey

TRIDENT HEX
COLLEC TION

8-5/8” x 9-7/8”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 3
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Geometry and simplicity blend together to create our Trident
Hex Collection. Each high-quality hexagon porcelain tile is a
subtle statement piece created by alternating color tones and
linear starburst patterns that draw the eye and offer a unique
appearance. The trendsetting designs can be rotated and
arranged in a variety of geometric patterns which create a visual
appeal and interest not found with typical hexagonal tiles.

Blanco

Nero
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TWIST

COLLEC TION

11-3/4” x 11-3/4”
Ceramic
Wall Tile

PEI 0
Indoor Use

Our Twist Collection has the allure of classic style, but with a refreshingly
modern twist. With slight undulation and a smooth glossy finish, mosaics
offer an appearance that is retro, futuristic and timeless all in one.
These are subtle enough to seamlessly fit alongside various designs,
while still interesting enough to stand out. These are tastefully smaller
for a distinctive, unexpected element that will fit just about any style
and space. Available in eight different color options and coordinating
trims, these tiles are great as a cohesive look or for mixing and
matching within the series to create a custom design for any setting.
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White Ice

Soft Cream

Blue Sky

Yellow Lemon

Green Kiwi

Orange Sunset

Red Cherry

Black Olive

UNDERGROUND
COLLEC TION

8” x 8”

Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Inspired by the visual and public street art found in some of the
most important cities across the United States, our Underground
Collection offers a uniquely art driven touch to any space. Imported
from a boutique factory in Spain, these tiles feature both solid
color options and striking graffiti designs created by 25 street
artists where each piece is an excerpt of a much larger art mural.
Each patterned tile design has been licensed through the artists
as a collaboration to support their incredible works of art. These
tiles offer a one-of-a-kind look that is further enhanced by a
diverse range of bold colors. These porcelain floor and wall tiles
are an ideal choice for indoor and outdoor installations, including
backsplashes, kitchens, bathrooms, showers, entryways and patios.

Graffiti

Exotic Fuchsia

Island Sun

Harbor Blue
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UNIVERSITY
COLLEC TION

11-3/4” x 11-3/4”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Featuring muted color palettes and mottled, textured finishes, our
University Collection emulates vintage charm. Available in several color
options, these mosaic tiles are comprised of square and rectangular
pieces that blend to create a dynamic and soothing aesthetic.
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White

Blue

Beige

Bone

Pink

Light Grey

VINTAGE
COLLEC TION

9-3/4” x 9-3/4”
Porcelain
Floor & Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Inspired by artisan cement tiles, our Vintage Collection captures
the look of authentic encaustic tiles with a durable porcelain body.
Featuring a variety of geometric patterns and floral embellishments
in monochromatic hues, these tiles reflect Spanish design and offer
a unique blend of old-world style and modern appeal. These visually
rich products can blend into virtually any design theme, ranging from
modern projects to traditional installations. With both patterned and
field tiles, these tiles are great as a cohesive look or for mixing and
matching within the series to create a custom design for any setting.

Blanco

Star Grey

Kubic

Ruzafa

Oxford

Classic

Marengo
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VINTAGE HEX
COLLEC TION

8-5/8” x 9-7/8”
Porcelain
Floor and Wall Tile

PEI 4
Indoor & Outdoor Use

Featuring a worn cement appearance, our Vintage Hex Collection
captures the look of artisan cement tiles. Composed of rich detail and a
slightly textured surface, these unique porcelain tiles offer decorative,
rustic beauty through realistic scuffs and spots that are the marks of
well-loved, worn, century-old tile. This trendsetting display of stonelook design is visually appealing and versatile, and blends beautifully
with a range of styles from vintage industrial to modern day.

Blanco
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Marengo
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